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ABSTRACT 
Women in India are increasingly exposed to education and participate in workforce; gender demarcations are 
undergoing rapid change. They have now greater physical, cultural and social mobility than what their mothers and 
grandmothers used to have. Today’s women have the freedom to explore new ways of living, peer bonding, 
handling relationships, and so on. Though they are getting monetarily independent, they have always been 
expected to fill specific gender roles as the cleaning, cooking or child bearing sex machines.  The portrayal of gender 
as a product and the accompanying body politic in the media is well documented. Advertisements can either be an 
accomplice to gender based discrimination by portraying stereotypical sensational images of women or it can 
provide balanced coverage that empowers women while exposing acts of gender bias.  This paper studies the 
portrayal of women in Indian TV channel advertisements. Study is been carried out in Kanyakumari District.  Three 
Hundred women TV viewers have been selected randomly for the study. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Advertisement is a form of communication intended to persuade an audience (viewers, readers or listeners) to 
purchase or take some action upon products, ideas or services. They are a prominent and very significant part of 
television viewing. It informs, persuades and motivates the consumer about the advertised products, services or 
ideas. In our caste conscious, superstitious, feudal and intensely patriarchal society, portrayal of women has 
always varied from one stereotype to another-such as a girl child being a prospective mother, a woman as a sex 
object or an eye catcher; a woman as homemaker whose only aim in life is to serve her husband with mouth 
watering dishes or making him proud by providing him with the whitest shirt.  
 
Throughout the planet, cable/satellite television has grown at a very fast pace and among all popular means of 
mass media, Television has naturally the greatest mass appeal as well as acceptance. From the year 1991 when the 
satellite television was introduced, the idiot box of 1980s turned into a new world full of magic and hundred of 
channels. It is a fact that all developments lead to unexpected changes. Similarly, television too has transformed its 
viewing as a fragmented exercise. Now the whole family does not watch programmes together like in the decade 
of 1980; but there are different programmes for different target audience like housewives, youth, businessmen, 
elderly people and children. 
 
The advertisers too have recognized their specific target groups and have started making advertisements according 
to target viewers. Television has a very powerful impact as it creates a world that seems very real and viewers are 
unable to differentiate between the contrived world and the real one. Particularly the young children and 
teenagers are more affected as they are exposed to a new outside world and therefore the advertisements being 
shown shape their thinking whether it is representation of women or other things. Gender and media is the 
subject that is being discussed frequently.   Ads in the 1950s most commonly advertised wives being completely 
controlled and influenced by their husbands, feminine products to help impress their husbands, cleaning products, 
and endless cooking and references to the benefits of staying in the kitchen. These vintage ads not only created a 
stigma for women in general, but they were shockingly blunt and irrefutably left no room for interpretation.  
 
SEXUAL AND PROGRESSIGE ADVERTISEMENT 
Sexual advertisements are those which make women into sexual objects, or at least focus on sexuality. These 
advertisements can star a male or female actor, but generally focus on the woman’s beauty and seductiveness, 
and yet ultimate susceptibility to male advances. Generally these advertisements are contrary to feminist ideals, 
but they can also show aspects of progressiveness where a woman is both sexualized and yet still independent. 
Common tropes here are beauty, intimacy/sex, and the acquirability of the female by the male.  

 

WOMEN IN INDIAN TELEVISION ADVERTISEMENTS 
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Progressive advertisements portray women as breadwinners, change-makers, economically liberated, independent 
of family obligations, independent of men, self-interested, and generally young. These women are almost always 
at least in the middle class. The common tropes here are independence and youth. 
 
WOMEN AND ADVERTISEMENTS 
The advertising industry has always targeted the women from the early years be it for household products like 
toothpaste and washing powders, electronic goods like TVs and radios to daily grocery products and food as well 
as products for her grooming and personal care. But due to more and more women now into full time work, a 
drastic change has taken place where a portrayal of her as the loving and obedient wife, eager to please 
homemaker, doing her daily chores is unlikely to cut any ice with these new independent working women. But the 
depiction of working women in that stereotypical manner with the belief that working women will find these 
images of a self driven highly ambitious and western oriented women something to aspire is also fraught in 
extreme danger. Most working women find this stereotypical depiction very alien. This ambitious woman, 
financially independent and extremely self obsessed may occur in only as a very small minority. For most working 
women they do not ever want to even remotely resemble such a woman.  
 
TRANSFORMATION OF BEAUTY 
Society’s interpretation of beauty has significantly changed over time and will always continue to change. For 
example, in the early to mid-twentieth century, women were considered beautiful if they had fair skin and a full, 
curvy figure. Having tan skin simply meant that you spent too much time outside, which was further associated 
with the working class (Sebastian, 2008). Having a voluptuous body meant represented a fertile and wholesome 
woman. As years passed, women gradually became slimmer and darker skinned. In today’s society, beauty is 
almost the exact opposite as it was in the early twentieth century. Women are socialized to want to have tan skin 
with a very thin body frame. 
Women are not coming up with these beauty and style decisions on their own.  However the media and 
advertising plays a huge role in influencing what women view as “beautiful”. Flooding women’s brains with the 
tan, tall, slender bodies of modern models is a tactic the media uses to keep society up with the times. If a certain 
image is repeated enough through television, printed ads, movies, commercials, billboards, etc., society will accept 
this image as the norm and copy it (Alice, 2010). As society transforms and changes over time, our image of beauty 
will subsequently continue to change as well.  
 
DEPICTION OF WOMEN AND LAW  
The Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition) Act 1986 provides for the regulation of representation of 
women in India and prohibits the indecent representation of women through advertisements, books, writings, 
paintings, and figures or in any other manner. Section 4 of the Act prohibits the production, sale, hire, distribution, 
circulation, sending by post any book, pamphlet, slide, film writing, drawing, painting etc which contains indecent 
representation of women in any form. The depiction in any manner of the figure of a woman, her form, her body 
or any part thereof would amount to indecent or derogatory representation if it has-  
 
a) the tendency to present a woman as a sexual object; or  
b) the tendency to present a woman as a sexual commodity for man’s pleasure; or  
c) the tendency to glorify woman’s subordination to man as an attribute to womanhood; or  
d) the tendency to glorify ignoble servility to man as an attribute to womanhood; or  
e) the effect of being indecent or being derogatory to, or denigrating women; or  
f) it is likely to deprave, corrupt or injure the public morality or morals.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW  
Role Portrayals in Advertisement  
The most frequently researched topics concerning the portrayal of women in advertising are the role portrayals 
relating to people and products. The issue discussed is whether advertising accurately reflects current women's 
roles or stresses stereotypic roles for women through explicit portrayals in particular role situations or through 
innuendo (Kerin et al., 1979 )  
 
Wagner and Banos (1973) in their study concluded that the percentage of women in working roles had increased 
to 21%, Dominick and Rauch (1971) examined nearly 1,000 prime time television commercials and found that 
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women were mostly portrayed in the role of housewife/mother and the occupational roles were substantially less 
as compared to men.  
 
Silverstein and Silverstein (1974) in their study on television commercials concluded that  
1. Men are usually announcers, due to the attributed "voice of authority and trust."  
2. Women were shown in the home with greater frequency than men.  
3. Men were more likely to give advice to women  
4. A woman's occupation was rarely evident.  
5. Women were eight times more likely to be as portray subservient roles in their interactions with men.  
 
McArthur and Resko (1975) also observed that the percentage of males used in television advertisements was 
higher even for situations where they would not be the primary users of a product or service. The authors of the 
sex portrayal articles of the 1970s concluded that women are not portrayed as independent, human beings, but 
are primarily sex-typed (Courtney and Whipple 1974 )  
 
In the 1980s, Courtney and Whipple (1983) found that women were being portrayed in the home settings and men 
appeared in business settings, although the difference was less than those found in the studies of the 1970s 
commercials.  
 
Sullivan and Connor (1988) studied the role portrayals in magazine advertising from 1953- 1983. They reviewed 
364 advertisements over 15 product categories. The results of their study were similar to the study of Courtney 
and Whipple. They also concluded that the difference in role portrayals of men and woman had reduced from 
1970s. They further said that 52% women were portrayed as employed, 77% in non working roles and only 6.67% 
were depicted in family environment.  
 
Cultural Differences in Role Portrayals in Advertisement  
The study of Siu and Au (1997) is a cross culture study between China and Singapore. Their study found that both 
in China and Singapore male central characters appeared in products used by either sex, whereas more female 
central characters appeared in products used by females only. They also observed that male voices were used in 
voice-overs as compared to female voices. Women were portrayed more often to be younger than men and men 
were more likely to be seen in independent roles, whereas women were portrayed in roles relative to others.  
 
OBJECTIVES 
To study about the portrayal of women in TV advertisements 
 
METHODOLOGY 
Three hundred women TV viewers from Kanyakumari district had been selected for the study.  Scheduled 
structured questionnaire is been provided to them to get their views.  Collected data is been analysed with the 
help of Mean and Standard Deviation. 
       Table 1  
 

Women portrayal SA A N DA SDA Means 
Score 

Standard 
deviation 

Sex objective 107 153 30 6 4 4.17 47.04 

Stereotyped mother 63 195 17 21 4 3.97 48.56 

Dependent and non decision 
makers 

34 234 23 9 0 3.97 54.93 

Achievers 23 179 45 35 18 3.5 42.65 

Source: Primary Data                          
SA = Strongly Agree; A= Agree; N= Neutral; DA= Disagree; SDA= Strongly Disagree 
 
The study shows that majority of the respondents are having the view that TV advertisements portray women as 
sex objective with a mean score of 4.17.  They also opine that the advertisements show women as either 
stereotyped mother or dependent in nature with a mean score of 3.97 each. 
FINDINGS  
Most commonly women are portrayed as follows: 
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1. Women are portrayed as sex objective in advertisements. 
2. They are depicted as stereotyped mother who lives to satisfy the family. 
3. They always depend on others and never make important decisions. 
4. Women are showed as achievers too in times. 
 
What could be done? 
1. Advertisements can make women feel important and appreciate her for doing a great job.  
2. Advertisements can make women feel that they are doing their best and thus give them the recognition they 

deserve. 
3. Advertisements can also help in enhancing women’s self esteem. It needs to reassure them that they have 

played a very important part in the overall success story of the family. 
4. Advertisements can avoid including a women when there is no necessity. 
5. Advertisements may avoid showcasing women as sensational images, 
6. Advertisements can treat the women as independent decision makers who achieve greater things by their 

own effort. 
7.  Advertising needs to show woman as a human and not always able to balance the work and home in the near 

perfect manner. She can fail at times, she is not a superwoman but her efforts are always 100%. 
8. Advertisements should focus on what should be the positive of women in future rather than showing today’s 

negatives. 
 
CONCLUSION 
In spite of law, women portrayal in media sometimes is of great concern that needs to be addressed.  The 
challenge of sexism is still firmly entrenched in the majority of Indian society, leading to a message of both 
progress and massive challenge for women in India.  The least advertising can do is recognize that she is human 
after all and go beyond the stereotypical portrayal of a working mother, a superhero who can easily sail through 
the work demands of her external world while ensuring a smooth functioning of the home without any hiccups.  
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